Abstract

Cloud data centres improve CPU utilization of their servers (physical machines or PMs) through Virtualization (virtual machines or VMs). Over virtualised and under virtualized PMs suffer performance degradation and power dissipation respectively. This work presents a stochastic modular scheme for allocating VM requests to a PM by avoiding overloading of PM and keeping the global load characteristics under specified QoS goal. The proposed approach categorizes PMs into three groups (Under Load, Normal Load, Over Load) in a way that minimizes number of PMs in Under Load and Over Load groups and maximizes number of PMs in Normal Load group. We compute VM request rejection probability, response time, service time and number of PMs that are overload or under loaded for evaluating the performance of our model. The results show that these parameters do not degrade with increasing arrival rate. Thus the proposed model is simple yet efficient approach for VM placement problem.
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